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A fundamental objective of most energy efficiency programs is to change consumer attitudes and/or
behavior. The most successful programs depend on costly fmancial incentives, and require intensive
technical assistance and direct marketing. While these "cost pushn strategies for accelerating the
penetration of efficient technologies have short term benefits, without continued subsidies, consumers will
likely revert to previous habits, and may learn to expect rebates.

The authors believe that a national communication campaign, which complements demand-side
management (DSM) programs and other efficiency efforts, must be developed to sustain short term
behavioral changes (such as purchasing and installing efficient and to change the
attitude (energy consciousness) of the customer.

This paper win discuss strategies for developing national and regional communication campaigns, and it
win pre:sel1lt:

A lUStIflcation for the need to explore the ability of an energy c&T1"lll">'ll,::il>rIll"'" social ~4<1n1l'"UT.:::~f''I'Il''ilIdf'? C~lmi)au;~n

to the of programs.

A 4f1"",::!~~an't1inn of market barriers that can be overcome tnrjou~~n an orchestrated social ~n"ll4v;::roTll1"'lltf'l:l

The elements and framework for I)Ull1Cl1lng a successful carnp~U~l.

The that the intrinsic social value of efficient energy use can be utilized
communications to attitudes and move those with favorable attitudes to take desired actions.

Introduction

Most energy programs strive to con-
sumer attitudes and/or behavior. But do they effect
ternl The most successful utility programs
depend on financial incentives and require intensive
technical assistance and direct marketing. The danger here
is that the subsidies offered may be creating an
artificial market without promoting energy consciousness.

subsidies alone can also lead to customers under-
the received through efficiency programs,

barriers to proper operation and acceptance of

pr()m~ote energy consciousness? Because in the long
run, it leads to a more efficient market and because the

wants it. As of Energy, Admiral Watkins
traveled across the country to gain public input for

de'J'elloOllnp a national energy he that:
nThe loudest single message was to increase energy effi
ciency in every sector of energy use.
was seen as a way to reduce pollution, reduce dependence
on imports, and reduce the cost of energy. n

In addition, industry supports the value of efficient energy
use. Thomas Kuhn, President of Edison Electric lnSiUnlte'l
has said that the "long history of energy use is a history
of progress from primitive, wasteful forms of energy to
more effective, more efficient forms of energy. Which
brings me to the subject of efficiency; that is energy and
efficiency. Like love and marriage, it's a combina
tion. Learning to use energy more efficiently lets us use
other resources more as welL n
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created the market for smaller detergent boxes and weekly
pickups of separated trash. While recycling, no doubt, is
good for the environment, it also provides secondary
benefits to the economy 0 It has resulted in considerable
growth in the waste management industry, which saw the
consumer's social conscience as a potentially marketable
product. There is reason to believe that energy efficiency
can be just as acceptable to the consumer, and as profit
able for the manufacturers, distributor, and utility 0

In what is needed is a comprehensive, consistent,
and pervasive message that moves people to the point
where they are predisposed to participate in an energy
VA Jl.A"""Jl'V.J..Jl.'" Y program.

And ultimately nobody wants to be responsible for wast
ing energy. Obviously, the public wants to save money.
But that isn't alL People also want to protect the
environment; reduce reliance on imported fuels; create
jobs; improve US competitiveness; and preserve finite
resources. However, if they don't see the connection
between using energy wisely and its benefits, they win not
be able to understand the results of their actions.

to a10
Fluorescent

To meet the there is going to have to be a
message that to a broad based

audience, which includes: leaders; equipment
and residential,

and energy consumers; and advo-
cates. To a successful program, there has to be a

interaction between aU the players.

effort con-
change which intends to
adopters) to accept, modify, or

attllwCies'l practices, and behavior

A social
ducted one group
peJ~swlde others
abandon certain ideas,

and Eduardo 1989).

What Is Social Marketing?

These sales promotion, per-
sonal and publicity to deliver the
message. In the several years, national campaigns
such as "Buckle up for safety," "Say no to drugs," and
"Don't drink and driveff were developed to change the

behavior. These often occurred by
targeting a subgroup of adopters or innovators who
influenced others to follow their lead.

To induce action, it is necessary to convert information to
knowledge to a change in attitudes and fmally to behav
ioral change. Granted, attitudinal change does not neces-

result in action. However, research has confirmed
the positive relationship between social influences through
communication and action. "Contemporary policies
designed to promote conservation have virtually ignored
the fact that energy consumption almost always takes

in a social matrix and that the social forces gener
ated these situations exert considerable influence on
behavior" (Katev and Johnson 1987). Social-psychological
research shows that energy related attitudes alone are not
enough for people to act (Stem and Aronson 1983).

is another excellent model.
it has succeeded in institu-

the set of
the reuse, recycle, n is

on boxes and containers -- it is not identi-
to consumers, customers ask store managers to

As a matter of consumer demand

We need to articulate what energy means to the
consumer in terms; we need to ten consumers
what can and we need to make it easy for them
to do what is needed. rfhis is modelled after a
number of social and Eduardo
carnp~l1IDIS that have been in the United
States and abroad for over 50 years. the Bear is
an of a that works.

C&lnp,a1211 worked -- and is still because it
see the connection between their individual

actions and a result from the action.
wants to be for forests.

The
Within a

Fires were the nation's
nn';.l{:l<1<":nll"'lr"llaont" had a choice. It could on
more rangers to the fires or it could educate the

about the consequences of their and in a
way, teach them how to use their natural

resources Remember the you can
forest fires. n You -~ the consumer -- were

emi'Oo'weirerl to make a difference.

fiable
stock rec:vcliablleSL

arrows
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However, the concept of building upon present experi
ences with information and financial incentive programs to
develop an integrated social marketing effort which
manages social forces should be of interest to energy
industry professionals ..

When the foundation is and an the elements are in
place, a social ~'Ji.A"''''''''liUU'_ c;ampallgD. has a
of success.

Barriers to Overcome

With such a sum of money at it is reasonable
to the for financial
resources to create a sustainable demand for energy
efficient and services in the This

~penc:tm,g to achieve
estimated to increase to

levels of energy It.,.t.l'..li.J.v.ll.VLJI.''''''1

nificant investments the various
~'I!""'ll1llt3l'*"'~'U utilitiess advocates
have not included national communications as an
tant investment Little has been written about
the for social to work in COJ:I1U]l1ctlon
with programs to encourage customers to

in programs without incentives~

levels of has been
15 % per year in electric

to 33 billion donars
This excludes

among others. It
also could mean rebate levels with no
end in because the conSUU1er has not been trained to
ask for the energy efficient device absent a direct financial
incentive. For if a free fluorescent
bulb the customer will it with the
incandescent if she is not offered another one..

With fmancial utilities are ov(~rc~::>mm2

list of obstacles with one basic tool: money.
other obstacles are often cited as
seemingly endless of resources
equivalency costs) understates social malr.K(~tltJL2 oop()rnlID-

ties. energy various attri-
butes economy, risk

etc., the value of energy ettlcl~en(~v

services helps to increase the customer's allowable pay
back thus more customer benefits
with costs.

Cost is treated as the barrier to the
acceptance of efficient Much has been written
about the gap, n which is a measure of the
customer's to an energy efficient
product with a to his
indirect of na~vmient

rate increases toward ne'w power The
primary solution to this barrier is believed to
be larger rebates of up to 100% of the cost of the

and Geller

calnp,a12n face-to-face

pre~-e}ustmg notions or
DODuJlatllon is

This

message.

Canalization --
attitudes. A J!'l',l"""~"dI1l"'~I"'Q'r\t

Drt~l~roosed towards "' ..... 8 .... " .....,""'"

can

The Key to a Successful
Marketing Campaign

Several factors have been documented
which favor the successful of
CarnpcELlgns .. What follows is a ti~f;:U"'1"'"1nt'lnn of the conditions
associated with successful and their aPi)lic;atllDns
to energy and Eduardo

the to the market
Products and services must be readily available and at
a reasonable for this campaign to work.

(1) The lack of
'VBJJUll~i.JU. Most everyone agrees that energy VA .If.AVJll.''''JL<il.~';J

is a wise and national No one is
to say it is smart to waste energy.

individual uses energy and
could use it more Utilization of mass
'\l"i1"\ln~ar':Il>t"1'V'11 n then becomes cost effective.

Why is now the time to use social marketing techniques to
help the energy efficiency resource achieve its potential?
Given that: utility energy efficiency programs have been
relatively successful; environmental protection is con
sidered a core value within the general population; and
government, and to some degree manufacturers and busi
ness, have institutionalized energy efficiency; the public is
ready to receive the message.. The relative success of
various energy efficiency efforts nationally which give the
consumer the to participate in a program
indicate that wise energy use could become a social norm.
However, a communications campaign is needed to dis
tribute this message reliably and with accurate eX1Dec~m

tions of the results of individual actions ..
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can be done communicating a national efficiency
message which unites various efficiency efforts such as
lm'orc)ve:d building codes, the development of appliance
stanrulrd:S, financial incentive programs, regional and local
education programs and energy services pricing options"

Defining the Energy Efficiency
"Product"

The energy efficiency change product also relies on
technological breakthroughs or improvements. Change
agents can substitute, modify, and introduce new
technologies into the marketplace to attract target
adopters. Promoting infrared drying of paints for
automobile manufacturing is an example of this strategy,
and it has brought a new energy efficient technology to
the attention of the auto 'lInrllHc:!t1""\T

t\.OlDpllon of new ideas and new behaviors is the goal of
social Ideas and behaviors are the product to
be marketecL The energy social product is a
complex combination of social ideas, social practices and

Regulatory and legislative options are another way to
accomplish change. Examples such as energy efficiency
codes, product efficiency standards, performance measure
ment protocols, regulations, legislation, tax policies
and import policies are aU presently used to effect social
change (Millhone 1992)&

Identifying and Understanding
Target Adopters

also a business known as tlr]rn02r~LpnlCS

category, building type, management
social reSpOlt1S1Ibl!llty)

f\1lIt!:lJ11r'1r~:a.t"1?'1ln C~mllDaljgns are aimed at one or more groups of
aO()Pt,ers or innovators. Based on a of

ODlillUln studies such as EEl's Public Reviews
(Edison Electric Institute and EPRI's Customer
Preference and Behavior 1990) project, we
know that certain segments of the population have a

towards resource conservation" These
groups are definable sociodemographic characteristics
(age, geographic location, socioeconomic status),
psychological values, motivation,
pel~SO]lal]lty) and behavioral characteristics (buying habits,

There is

the social product unifies all of the above
components into a cohesive theme that the customer can
understand.

The energy social idea is composed of beliefs,
attitudes and values" The energy efficiency belief (a

thought) to be marketed could be "energy
should be used n Attitudes favorable or
unfavorable emotional feelings, and
action tendencies toward some or idea) such as "it

to future to use scarce natural
~Tt"·aroH.:a.ntm'T "Values ideas of what is

to be marketed may be that environmen
lnt1MnCi:!1I(,,~~Bill desirable and

The second of social is a social pr~lCt1Ce" An
of an energy efficient social to be

marketed be a act such as off the
when you leave the room"

The third of social is a such
as a fluorescent bulb or a variable
drive motor~ the is more than a

is the with it is
also a tool to the social and
Eduardo

Managing Social Change

Customers who are predisposed to taking an efficiency
action are a small portion of the population"

the social marketing is designed to
move others into that category where the opportunity to
take the efficient action is available a program.

One of the first requirements of a successful energy
efficiency campaign is to design a better What is
available now is a set of disjointed messages and pro
grams which do not necessarily complement each other.

programs (often gas and electric) use
mass media which cover areas not served by the

The energy described above is
Ol)'VIOIUSJlV much different than a educa-

Educational such as nUse
are abstract even when with

and how a person should take such actions.
Present include bin stuffers and brochures. Even
if the message is successful in the adopter

the in the innovation-decision process
and

with the of personal
rebates and fulfillment processes, we can't assume

attitudes and beliefs have changed 0 On
the may be conditioned to expect similar
attention to take the desired action. have not
learned behavior but have taken an offer they couldn't
refuse.
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an obstacle which is still in place nearly years
later. By re-defIDing through social that energy
efficiency is the wise use of our resources without sacri
fice, this obstacle can be overcome.

Payback requirements by residential customers and busi
nesses have been proven to be as much of a behavioral
practice as they are a fmancial EPA's Green
Lights program has been successful to a large extent
because it has been able to convince the top managers of
large corporations that can afford to accept a lower
return on their energy investment due to its
relatively low risk thus cost-effective as it
relates to Environmental Protection
Agency 1992).

The average 1991 fluorescent
bulb can take 1&5 seconds to come on and one minute to
reach fun It doesn't fit in most fixtures
and costs dollars retail if you can find it on the shelf.
Often it's has been oversold with claims that
an 18 watt fluorescent is as bright as a 75 watt
incandescent and that it win last 9000 hours. heavy
subsidies have created an artificial market for the _1ll""•.rlIlIl'll,~~

but is the customer Are utilities treating their
customers like power instead of "If initial
conservation measures fail to results,

to resist later innovations ever
The here is not the bulb

which is fine for some but a
message which oversells the I!JA'loo.lUll,..l~"""".

Energy efficient themselves may create
cant barriers to their adoption. These products must be
C!111!'''\~-r1n-r in and service
or win create a among
adopters 0 is an of a which
works counter to social ~-:ll1l1"mr&:,"i"1'lr'1ln

eXalmJ,llleS include: an occupancy sensor that turns
out a Board an absorption

chiller that costs more to maintain than promised; a
variable drive motor that wears out before its
expected life; or a batch of defective electronic ballasts.
These examples all create attitudes and beliefs which run
counter to the purpose of energy efficiency social market-

objectives. Thus one of the most important JL..LlI.U•..!I.A'll...."\VJl..JU~JIU.

tools, win be detrimental to of
the marketing message. People will that all
efficient products don't as expected and win
share this information with their Business
associates will learn about hardware failures~ Contractors
will never that are as

The challenge to designing and implementing an energy
efficiency change campaign is to develop a comprehensive
set of messages which will be used by the change agents
(an alliance of individuals or organizations that attempt to
bring about a social change--in this case, all of the above)~

This win be difficult given the contentiousness and con
flicting secondary goals of the parties. However, the
rewards can be worth the effort if all of the potential
change agents can be shown how their individual needs
can be satisfieiL

State and federal government efforts legislate higher
building standards that are not enforced. Labels are stuck
on appliances which customers can't understand and sales
man ignore. Utility programs give rebates for products
which aren't available and which contractors don't know
how to install. Manufacturers make products which over
promise and under-deliver. These are just a few examples
of the problems associated with well intentioned programs
which confuse the customer and are detrimental to accom
plishing what appears to be common goals. However,
individual strategies, if carried out properly, are certainly
valuable in their own right. The point is that successful
piecemeal programs can become even more effective if
they are part of an orchestrated social marketing approach.

vercoming sychological
arriers he attle for the ind

Consumers have the attitude toward COilSUmtttlOln
that more is better 0 Our is based on economic

and satisfaction by continually
and better products and

""""f;..I'.BUl...IL!I.'V'Jl..a leaders or influential
element in the diffusion of the social product
leaders in this case are the subsection of innovators who
are well known and whose actions or comments will
influence Examples include top elected

state consumer business
and actors and actresses~

services &

iffusion of the Energy Efficiency
Innovation

Most about energy efficiency relates to
with less and/or sacrifice.. Remember Carter

we:e.nrlQ' a sweater and asking us to tum down the thermo
stat? This well intentioned call for emergency actions
may have temporarily reduced energy use but defined
energy as without. This mind-set created



These examples all point out the problems associated with
stimulating the market for energy efficient technologies
without adequate planning. Change agents who rush the
adoption of a technology without benefitting from the
value of the introduction and growth stages of the product
life-cycle risk hitting the market too early. As we
witnessed in the solar industry of the late 1970's/early
1980's, large subsidies can lead to inadequate technology
development, a week support and maintenance infrastruc
ture, and a consumer base which does not fully value the
products once subsidies disappear. Technical, production,
and distribution problems need to be worked out during
the primary stages of the campaign (Levitt 1965). The

must be ready, the infrastructure in place, and
quality products and services available to the consumer.

sophistication and different media methods would be used
to reach these select markets. Local communications wiU
be supported by state and national messages.

To establish a nationally social
project for energy efficiency, a national organization is
needed to plan and implement the undertaking. This could
be executed through an existing (such as the
Department of Energy, the Environmental Protection
Agency, the Edison Electric Institute, or the Association
of Demand-Side Management or a
newly formed entity supported

Overseas

Marketing

To determine the effectiveness of various communications
strategies, test marketing cases would
be developed. Each central for a social
need to energy local en"ir()nlJael1lt

and economic would
have several themes devel . These campaigns would
then be taken to various smaH markets where they win be

and then evaluated. The IllOst effective
str~lte~~les will be selected for movement into or
national markets.

The national organization would the
campaign structure&Extensive market research would be
required initially, both from and
sources. Baseline data on attitudes towards energy
efficiency would be as well as information on
buying patterns. Information from existing national and
regional surveys such as EPRI's Classify (TM) program
would furnish valuable information on customer
ences and needs with to energy&This market
research would also a baseline for evaluation of
the impact of the social )1lUl.~.AJ(""''''''''Jl.AJl''''' c;ampalgn:s.

arl<eting

Developing the Social Product

Attention should be to the sequence of the messages.
The should be drawn the process of

prt~tel~e.nce/beJJetand action/value.

Implementing a S cial
ampaign

Use a Profit
You Can Do Something For the Environment
Time You Tum On a

Prevents Jobs From

The energy efficiency product is one that the target
adopters don't perceive they need but addresses an implicit
need of the people. It actually requires developing mul-

interrelated products. Without detailing the entire
product mosaic, listed below are a few messages or
themes that could comprise the whole:

As we have an energy social market-
calnp,a12:n could substantially advance the awareness of

the benefits of efficient energy use, and provide solid
for additional initiatives such as DSM

programs, energy standards and and other eco
nomic incentives for efficient use of energy. In this

we propose a hypothetical structure for
meJntlf12 a national communications campaign.

As discussed the campaign must reach the people
who win move the market. Initially, more
attention should be paid to target adopters who are
to be either more easily influenced than others, and/or

more to become advocates for the campaign9s
causes. campaigns, with various levels of

UI~;se~mllnatana Information

While the national the ~.",~lr.c",f'lIo/'1,n

campaign, local groups win be used to reach the popula
tion more effectively. At a state level, state energy offices
and offices of natural resources would be
groups for involvement. would be able to reach cer-
tain market segments easily given their infrastruc-
tures& In addition, we believe that and secondary
schools provide an excellent place to reach a very influen-
tial market. Students not become the of
tomorrow, also have a deal of influence on the
buying habits of their households. Students often have a
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strong disposition towards a positive environmental
message. teaching students the strong link between
energy and the environment through an expanded curricu
lum, young people will grow up with a more acute aware
ness about the value of energy efficiency 0

of energy resources. Absent such a campaign, utility
energy investments may be limited to incre-
mental gains in efficiency while the
ability to influence behavior social-psychological
methods.

Another obvious group to utilize the benefits of a national
social marketing campaign is the utilities with their DSM
programs. A social marketing campaign can provide a
foundation from which the utilities can promote their
lo.;>!&J .....'VJli.J.lJ2.V programs and technologies. The national support
would hopefully increase market penetration, improve

lower the need for monetary assistance and
close the gap between efficient attitudes and behavioral

Endnotes

1. Reddy Kilowatt@ is a re~~lstiered trademark and is used
here with Inc. ,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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